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FOREWORD

by Captain Melix SOMAJAR!

A BOOK ON ITS OWN

The Himalayas lay crisp in the warm sultry cool mountain air. Contradictions it
may seem to many of you but just try laying down in the stream of
“intergalacier” waters which by this time should have been warm. And why 
indeed were they naught? Simply because, and due to the fact that the “breeze” 
nor’west had “capitulated” or rather stopped to flow its warmish breeze 
northward for quite some time. This is the episode you have all BEEN WAITING
FOR! I am Captain Melix Somajar of the White Winds Mothercraft Star, and
Intergalactic too, do we mean, and therewithe do I, also have quite at mine own
disposal, those archives of the Beings of Light vs. Darkness! Let us then, please,
both at yourn as well as mine own disposal, begin.
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CHAPTER ONE

1:51 pm
THE DAY THE SAUCERS ROLLED IN

The story, the his-tory and the truth! Captulizing Armenius was not easy. It was
not just a matter of a few ticks here and there with our specialized department of
what ye ones now call, high technology, with the spareogram, but rather it was
the entire process of dis-locating each satellite dish the Americans had ever put
up. Thank you, real boys of the high and scientific department and ifn’ it were 
ever the easier diagram which we drew at one time of the “specialized” engine 
core 2, it would have made another history, but alas that was naught to be after
all.

Understand us here? Or is it just a bit too complicated already? Well, let us see
then what we can do. As you know, or should know by now, the substitute for
human dna cloning is high “ratio” drawn astrophysicalsin technology. Robot
strategy then? No, naught at all. Only temporate.

Command Melix, Sir!

Yes,……..

Sir! You are way above the readers’ heads. Sir!

Uhum, yes, thank you.

From the Department of High Technology: Please proceed. The White Winds
Library is awaiting your …………

Yes, thank You.

Captain Melix Somajar: Small break please little One and we will shortly
resume. I must go upstairs for a moment ….er for a short time and see those dear 
Ones in White Winds Department 407 hyphen 206. Sign off at approx if not
definite 1:59 pm. Thank You.
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